Abstract-The dynamic power consumed by a digital CMOS circuit is directly proportional to both switching activity and interconnect capacitance. In this paper, we consider early prediction of net activity and interconnect capacitance in field-programmable gate array (FPGA) designs. We develop empirical prediction models for these parameters, suitable for use in power-aware layout synthesis, early power estimation/planning, and other applications. We examine how switching activity on a net changes when delays are zero (zero delay activity) versus when logic delays are considered (logic delay activity) versus when both logic and routing delays are considered (routed delay activity). We then describe a novel approach for prelayout activity prediction that estimates a net's routed delay activity using only zero or logic delay activity values, along with structural and functional circuit properties. For capacitance prediction, we show that prediction accuracy is improved by considering aspects of the FPGA interconnect architecture in addition to generic parameters, such as net fanout and bounding box perimeter length. We also demonstrate that there is an inherent variability (noise) in the switching activity and capacitance of nets that limits the accuracy attainable in prediction. Experimental results show the proposed prediction models work well given the noise limitations.
that power dissipation in FPGA devices is predominantly in the programmable interconnection network. In the Xilinx Virtex-II family, for example, it was reported that between 50%-70% of total power is dissipated in the interconnection network, with the remainder being dissipated in the clocking, logic, and I/O blocks [3] . The reason for the dominance of interconnect in FPGA power consumption lies in the composition of the interconnect structures, which consist of prefabricated wire segments of various lengths, with used and unused routing switches attached to each wire segment. Wire lengths in FPGAs are generally longer than in ASICs due to the silicon area consumed by SRAM configuration cells and other configuration circuitry.
The majority of power dissipation in today's FPGAs is dynamic power dissipation [3] , due to the charging and discharging of parasitic capacitance, as characterized by (1) where represents average power consumption, is the capacitance of a net , is the voltage supply, and is the average toggle rate (switching activity) of net . Estimating power through (1) requires two parameters for each net: the net's switching activity and its capacitance.
We can conceive of several different views of switching activity, depending on how circuit delays are accounted for. First, activity values can be computed assuming logic and routing delays are zero (zero delay activity). Second, activity values can be computed considering logic delays, but not routing delays (logic delay activity). Third, activity values can be computed considering complete logic and routing delays (routed delay activity). Various approaches to computing switching activity have been proposed in the literature, and they can generally be classified as either simulation-based approaches or as probabilistic approaches [5] , [6] .
When delays are considered, switching activity normally increases due to the introduction of glitches, which are spurious logic transitions on a net caused by unequal path delays to the net's driving gate. As transitions on gate inputs occur at different times, the net experiences multiple transitions before settling to its final value. The extra activity due to glitching consumes dynamic power, and previous work has suggested that 20%-70% of total power dissipation in ASICs can be due to glitches [7] .
An understanding of how switching activity changes when delays are considered is important for several reasons. First, since FPGA power dissipation is dominated by interconnect, the consequences of glitching on total power consumption may be more severe in FPGAs versus ASICs. In addition, due to the presence of programmable switches in the interconnection network, path delays in FPGAs are generally dominated by interconnect rather than logic delays, suggesting that the severity of glitching could conceivably be greater in FPGAs than in ASICs. Another reason to study switching activity is that low-power synthesis techniques may perform optimizations on the basis of zero delay switching activity data [8] , [9] , with the assumption that such data correlates well with routed delay activity data. It is unknown whether this assumption is valid for FPGA technology.
In addition to switching activity, (1) requires the capacitance of each net. Early capacitance prediction for FPGAs is not well studied and the prefabricated, programmable nature of FPGA interconnect makes the capacitance prediction problem for FPGAs significantly different from the associated problem in ASICs. The dominant role of interconnect in total FPGA power consumption implies that characterization and management of net capacitance is a crucial part of a power-aware FPGA CAD flow.
In this paper, we focus on estimating the power consumed by FPGA interconnect and specifically, we study two separate problems in FPGA power estimation: 1) switching activity prediction and 2) interconnect capacitance prediction. We propose models for predicting these parameters prior to routing completion, using the Xilinx Virtex-II PRO commercial FPGA [10] as our investigation vehicle. We envision that the proposed models could be applied in variety of scenarios, such as low-power synthesis systems, power-aware layout synthesis, and early power prediction, when accurate routing data is incomplete or unavailable. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a background on Virtex-II PRO and give an overview of our prediction methodology. Section III considers prelayout switching activity prediction. To motivate our work, we study switching activity and examine whether zero delay activity values can be used reliably as estimates of routed delay activity. To our knowledge, this work represents the first published study of activity in FPGA technology. We then present our activity prediction model which estimates the routed delay activity of a net using the net's zero or logic delay activity, as well as functional and structural properties of a circuit. Section IV deals with interconnect capacitance prediction at the placement stage. One of the main results here is that capacitance is not well approximated by generic parameters, such as a net's bounding box half-perimeter. Prediction accuracy is improved significantly when architectural aspects of the FPGA interconnect are considered. Another important contribution of this work is the observation of significant "noise" in both the capacitance and activity of nets that imposes limits on the accuracy achievable by any predictor. Conclusions are offered in Section V. A preliminary version of a portion of this work has appeared in [11] and [12] .
II. BACKGROUND

A. Virtex-II PRO FPGA
The Virtex-II PRO FPGA consists of a two-dimensional (2-D) array of programmable logic and interconnect resources. The primary tile in Virtex-II PRO is called a configurable logic block (CLB). A simplied view of a CLB is shown in Fig. 1 . A CLB's logic resources are arranged as four logic sub-blocks, called SLICEs. The main combinational logic element in Virtex-II PRO is a 4-input look-up-table (4-LUT), which is a small memory capable of implementing any logic function that requires 4 inputs. Each SLICE contains two LUTs (called the F-LUT and G-LUT), two flip-flops (FFs) as well as arithmetic and other circuitry. Nets in a Virtex-II PRO design connect SLICEs to one another and also connect SLICEs to other types of design objects, for example, I/Os.
The interconnection fabric in Virtex-II PRO is comprised of variable-length wire segments that connect to one another through programmable buffered switches. Local, direct, double, hex, and long interconnect resources are available. Local interconnect is internal to a CLB. Direct interconnect connects a CLB to its eight neighbors (includes diagonal neighbors). Double and hex resources are either horizontal or vertical and span two and six CLB tiles, respectively. Long resources span the entire width or height of the device.
It is worth mentioning, that although our prediction is based on Virtex-II PRO, we believe the techniques proposed are generic and can easily be adapted to other popular FPGA families. For example, the Altera Stratix FPGA [13] has logic and routing structures similar to Virtex-II. A basic tile in Stratix is called a logic array block (LAB) and it contains 10 4-LUT/FF pairs (versus eight 4-LUT/FF pairs in a Virtex-II CLB). Stratix interconnect consists of variable-length wire segments and buffered routing switches. The LAB local and direct interconnect in Stratix correspond to the CLB local and direct interconnect in Virtex-II. Furthermore, Stratix has routing resources that span lengths of 4, 8, and 24/16 LAB tiles, which roughly resemble the double, hex, and long resources in Virtex-II. Due to such architectural similarities, we expect that the proposed techniques are widely applicable and not limited to use with Virtex-II.
B. Prediction Methodology Overview
One objective of this work is the construction of models for early prediction of a net's routed delay activity and interconnect capacitance, which we refer to as the target parameters. The prediction models we use are mathematical functions of a second set of parameters called prediction parameters, whose values are known prior to routing completion. The prediction parameters for activity and capacitance prediction are described in subsequent sections. The following set of steps convey the general methodology taken to build the prediction models.
1) A set of benchmark circuits were selected and mapped into Virtex-II PRO. Circuits were synthesized from VHDL using Synplicity's Synplify Pro tool (version 7.0) and then technology mapped, placed, and routed using Xilinx tools (version 5.2i). 1 Each circuit was mapped into the smallest FPGA device able to accommodate it. Table I provides detail on the benchmark circuits.
2) The circuits were arbitrarily divided into two sets, a characterization set and a test set. Shading in Table I differentiates the characterization circuits. We use the characterization circuits to derive models for predicting switching activity and interconnect capacitance.
3) The characterization circuits were analyzed, and prediction and target parameter values were extracted. 4) The prediction and target parameter values were fed into the GNU R statistical analysis framework [14] .
Multi-variable regression analysis is employed to establish an empirical relationship between the target and prediction parameter values. Through this approach, a prediction model is tuned to a particular FPGA device and CAD flow. In practice, such model characterization would be done by an FPGA vendor to produce a prediction model incorporated into CAD tools used by engineers in the field. 5) Following the characterization step (number 4), we apply the prediction models to predict capacitance and routed delay activity values for nets in the test circuit set. Predicted values are verified by comparing with actual values (routed delay activity and routed interconnect capacitance).
III. SWITCHING ACTIVITY PREDICTION
We use a simulation-based approach to gather switching activity data. The CAD flow employed is shown in Fig. 2 . The Synopsys VHDL System Simulator (VSS) is used for simulation. VSS has built-in capabilities for capturing the number of logic transitions on each net during a simulation, as well as the proportion of time each net spends in the high-and low-logic states. Simulation with zero or logic delays can be done after the technology mapping step. Simulation with routed delays must be done after placement and routing. In all cases, the VHDL simulation netlist was generated using the Xilinx tools, ngdanno and ngd2vhdl. The netlist is comprised of interconnected physical primitives which correspond to hardware resources in the FPGA, such as 4-LUTs, FFs, and multiplexers. For the delaybased simulations, a standard delay format (SDF) file, generated by the Xilinx annotation tool, is provided to VSS.
Circuits are simulated using 10 000 randomly chosen input vectors. Two different vector sets were generated for each circuit: one representing high input activity and a second repre- senting low input activity. In the high (low) activity vector set, the probability of an individual input toggling between successive vectors is 50% (25%).
A. Activity Analysis
Using the flow of Fig. 2 , we investigated how switching activity changes when delays are considered. Columns 2-5 of Table II compare the total number transitions in the logic and routed delay simulations of each circuit with the number of transitions in the zero delay simulation. Columns 2 and 3 (4 and 5) of the table present data for the high (low) activity vector set simulations. Each table entry represents, for a given circuit, the percentage increase in the number of transitions in the circuit's logic or routed delay simulation versus the circuit's zero delay simulation. Note that partial glitches were filtered out of this analysis and do not register as transitions. 2 From Table II , we see that there is a significant increase in activity when delays are considered. For the high activity vector set, when logic delays are used, the percentage increase in transition count versus the zero delay simulation ranges from 16% to 60%. When routing delays are used, overall circuit delay increases and becomes more variable, leading to more glitching and higher activity. In the routed delay simulations, the increase in transition count versus the zero delay simulations ranges from 28% to 131%. Comparing the data for the two vector sets, we observe that the increases in activity are somewhat less drastic when the low activity vector set is used. Specifically, the activity increases are about 1/2 to 2/3 of that seen with the high activity vector set. In the low activity vector set, fewer inputs switch simultaneously between successive vectors, which reduces the potential for logic transitions on multiple (unequal delay) paths to a net, leading to reduced glitching.
To investigate whether the increase in activity due to glitching is distributed uniformly amongst the nets of a circuit, we view the zero and logic delay transition count for a net as estimates of the net's routed delay transition count. We then measure the absolute percentage error in the estimates. For example, the error in a net 's zero delay activity estimate is (2) where and represent the number of transitions on net in the routed and zero delay simulations, respectively.
Error analysis results (for the high activity vector set) are given in columns 6 and 7 of Table II, which shows the average and standard deviation of error for each circuit. Note that for this analysis, we ignored the error on nets that transitioned on fewer than 3% of the simulation vectors as we did not consider the error data for such low activity nets to be statistically significant. In Table II , we see that the mean error in the zero delay activity values falls in the 26%-60% range. The mean error in logic delay activity ranges from 14% to 42%. We also observe that coupled with these large mean errors are large error deviations, ranging from 14% to 24% for the zero delay case and 12%-17% for the logic delay case. This leads us to conclude that zero delay and logic delay activity values do not necessarily correlate strongly with routed delay activity values. Although not shown here, we also computed error data for the low activity vector set simulations. We observed smaller errors for this vector set, with the mean and deviation of error for each circuit being about 1/2 to 2/3 of that observed for the high activity vector set.
The results in Table II show that activity can change considerably when delays are brought into the picture and motivates the need for early prediction of a net's routed delay activity. Prior to presenting our prediction approach, we analyze the noise in the prediction problem.
B. Noise in Switching Activity
In an effort to understand the difficulty of generating accurate prelayout activity estimates, we study the noise in routed delay activity values by performing an activity analysis on the circuit shown in Fig. 3 . The circuit is highly regular from the structural and functionality viewpoint and consists of 128 inputs driving 128 4-input LUTs, which in turn drive 128 outputs. Each LUT in the circuit is programmed to implement a 4-input logical AND function.
We mapped the circuit in Fig. 3 into Virtex-II PRO and simulated it with both the high and low activity vector sets. We then examined the percentage increase in activity on the LUT output signals in the routed delay simulation versus the zero delay simulation. Note that the circuit's regularity implies that variability in the activity change on the LUT output signals is largely a result of variable path delays that are known only after layout is complete. The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 4 . The figure shows the percentage increase in activity on each LUT output signal for both simulation vector sets (128 data points are shown for each vector set-one for each LUT output signal). Observe that despite the circuit's regularity, the variability in the activity increase on the LUT output nets is considerable due to the wide variety of routing resources (and delay paths) in the FPGA routing fabric and the different delays associated with the four input-to-output paths through a LUT. 3 For the low activity vector set, the activity increase for most nets is in the range of 0% to 40%; for the high activity vector set, the increase ranges from 0% to 90%.
Real circuits are likely to be much less regular than the circuit of Fig. 3 , and we therefore conclude that it will be difficult to achieve a high degree of accuracy in activity prediction at the prelayout stage. Nevertheless, in Section III-C, we offer a prediction approach which produces activity values that, in comparison with zero or logic delay activity values, are superior estimates of routed delay activity.
C. Prediction Model
Before describing our activity prediction approach, we review some terminology related to the graph representation of digital circuits. The combinational part of a logic circuit can be represented as a Boolean network, which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which each node represents a single-output logic function and edges between nodes represent input-output dependencies between the corresponding logic functions. A primary input node is a node with an in-degree of 0; a primary output node has an out-degree of 0. Our prediction approach accepts a technology mapped (Virtex-II PRO) FPGA circuit as input. At this level of abstraction, internal DAG nodes correspond to the LUTs and other logic elements in the target FPGA device. For a node in a circuit DAG, let represent the set of nodes that are fanins of . A node is said to be a predecessor of a node if there exists a directed path in the circuit DAG from to . The depth of a node , , is the length of the longest path from any primary input to . In this section, we refer to a node and the net driven by the node interchangeably; for example, a node drives net . In FPGA technology, path depth (number of LUTs) is frequently used as a predictor of path delay at the prelayout stage [15] , [16] . The reason for this is that, unlike in ASIC technologies such as standard cell, the logic blocks in FPGAs are uniform and have equal drive capability. Furthermore, the programmable routing switches in an FPGA's routing fabric are typically buffered, making connection delay relatively independent of fanout. Consequently, without access to more accurate delay information extracted from physical layout, depth is viewed as a reasonable estimate of delay. We leverage this FPGA-specific property in our activity prediction approach, which incorporates delay estimation into a simple model of net glitching severity.
Our approach to activity prediction is analogous to the generate and propagate notion that defines how carry signal values are assigned in arithmetic circuits. In such circuits, the carry value for a particular bit may either be generated by the bit, or it may be propagated from a lower-order bit. For activity prediction, consider a node with logic function . Similar to carry signal operation, glitches on 's output may come from two sources: they may be propagated from one of 's inputs, , or they may be generated by itself. We define a prediction function that quantifies the severity of glitching on 's output as follows: (3) where is a function defined below and and represent the amount of glitching generated by and the amount of glitching propagated from 's inputs, respectively. is the predicted percentage change in the activity of net due to glitching. The depth term of (3) is included to reflect the intuition that glitching severity typically increases with combinational depth. All things being equal, we expect that a node with shallow depth will experience less glitching than a deep node. Note that we compute prediction values for the nodes of a circuit in a specific order, from primary inputs to primary outputs.
Prior to defining the generate term of (3), we introduce a new parameter. Let represent the set of different path lengths from a primary input to node . This parameter can be computed in linear time by an input-to-output DAG traversal that maintains a set of path lengths for each node. When a node is traversed, its path length set is populated by taking the union of incremented path lengths of each of its immediate fanin nodes. More formally (4) Observe that a given node may have a larger set of path lengths than any of its immediate fanins. Consider the example shown in Fig. 5 , in which a node has two fanin nodes, and . The set of path lengths for each node is shown adjacent to the node. We see that node has three path lengths, whereas its fanins have only two path lengths. Thus, we say that one path length is introduced at . We define the generate term of (3) to be equal to the number of path lengths introduced at node , defined as (5) The rationale for incorporating the number of path lengths to a node into our prediction function is that variable path lengths to a node generally correlate with variable (unequal) path delays to the node, leading to glitching at the node's output.
The propagate term of (3) borrows ideas from the concept of transition density [17] and uses the notions of Boolean difference and static probability, which we briefly review here. The Boolean difference of a function, , with respect to one of its inputs, , is defined as (6) where is the Boolean function obtained by setting in , and denotes the exclusive-OR operation. When the Boolean difference function, , is 1, a transition on will cause a transition on .
The static probability of a signal is defined to be the fraction of time that the signal is in the logic-1 state. Thus, the static probability of a Boolean difference function, , represents the probability that a transition on will cause a transition on . Clearly, the ability of glitches on an input signal, , to propagate to depends on . Furthermore, we expect that the influence of a node input on the node's output will depend partly on the input's switching activity. The propagate function is therefore defined as
The in the numerator can be viewed as a weight quantifying the influence of glitching on to glitching on .
is defined as and represents the amount of glitching on input . The denominator of (7) normalizes the values computed by the propagate function so they are relatively independent of the transition counts and probabilities involved. Note that in (7) can be replaced with (the logic delay transition count) if logic delay activity data is available. In our experiments, the probability and transition data needed to compute (7) is extracted from zero or logic delay circuit simulation (see Section III-D below). However, such data need not be derived from simulation; it can be computed efficiently using probabilistic approaches, such as those described in [18] . Thus, simulation is not a requirement for the use of our prediction model.
D. Results and Discussion
Following the methodology outlined in Section II-B, we use the characterization circuits to derive a model relating the activity change on a net due to glitching to the prediction function (3) . In this case, the prediction parameters are the , and terms in (3). We began by using a linear function for and gradually increased its complexity by adding higher order terms. We eventually settled on a quadratic function of the form 
where , , , etc., are scalar coefficients whose values are determined through regression analysis. We considered using higher order models but found they did not offer substantially improved accuracy. Two prediction models were constructed: one that predicts routed delay activity from zero delay activity and one that predicts routed delay activity from logic delay activity.
For completeness, Table III shows the prediction model and regression details. Shading is used to differentiate the logic delay activity-based prediction model from the (separate) zero delay activity-based prediction model. Column 1 of the table lists the parameters used in each model. Observe that all of the terms of (8) are not present for each model-we used the step function in the R package to prune (8) to contain only the required, significant terms [14] . Column 2 presents the coefficient values for each parameter. Column 3 of the table gives the P-value for each parameter, which is a frequently-used significance metric in regression analysis. It represents, for a given parameter, the probability that the parameter's actual coefficient is zero rather than that specified in the model. Thus, low P-values are generally associated with high parameter significance. Column 4 of the table gives the 95% confidence bounds for each parameter's coefficient.
Following characterization, to apply our prediction model (derived from the characterization circuits), we first compute the model's value for a net in one of the test circuits. This yields a predicted percentage change in activity for the net versus the net's zero (or logic) delay activity. We use the predicted percentage change to compute an estimate of the net's routed delay activity.
We evaluate our approach numerically by computing the percentage error in predicted activity values (relative to routed delay activity values) using (2) . The error data for the test circuits is shown in Table IV . The table gives the average absolute percentage error across all nets for each circuit. Column 2 of the table shows the error results for the model that predicts routed delay activity from zero delay activity; column 3 gives results for the model that predicts routed delay activity from logic delay activity. In Section III-A, we saw that logic delay activities are "closer" to routed delay activities than are zero delay activities. Table IV confirms that using logic delay activities as the basis of a prediction model yields smaller error values. The error data for each circuit in the table can be compared with the error data in columns 6 and 7 of Table II. Observe that the average error of the predicted activities is significantly less than the error of the zero or logic delay activities; the error is reduced by a factor of 2 for many of the circuits. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) shows zero delay and predicted activity values versus routed delay activity values. Each point in these plots corresponds to a net in one of the test circuits. The vertical axis of Fig. 6(a) represents zero delay activity (transition count); the horizontal axis represents routed delay activity. The vertical axis of Fig. 6(b) represents predicted activity. Observe in Fig. 6(a) , that the absence of glitching creates a "ceiling" in the zero delay activity values at about 5000 transitions. This ceiling is eliminated in the predicted activity values [ Fig. 6(b) ], which more closely resemble the routed delay activity values. Fig. 7 gives analogous plots for logic delay and (logic delay-based) predicted activity values. Both sets of predicted values exhibit a considerable "spread" about the line shown. This is expected and is in line with our noise analysis in Section III-B.
From Figs. 6 and 7, we see that as expected, the errors in the zero and logic delay activity values are largely one sided (under estimation), whereas the errors in the predicted activity values are balanced about the line. The use of zero or logic delay activity values in power estimation will lead to significant underestimates of circuit power. Conversely, since our approach under-predicts activity for some nets and over-predicts for others, we expect that the use of the predicted activity values will produce average power estimates much closer to actual average circuit power. Eliminating the one-sided bias in error is one of the key advantages of our prediction method, making it attractive for use in applications such as early power estimation.
To investigate the dependence of the prediction results on the division of benchmarks into the characterization and test sets, we created an alternate benchmark division by swapping three of the seven circuits in each set. We reconstructed the prediction models using the new characterization set and then applied the models to predict activity values for nets in the new test set. The average absolute percentage error in the predicted activity values is shown in Table V. The columns of the table are analogous to those of Table IV . As with the original benchmark division, the average errors of the predicted activity values are considerably less than the errors of zero or logic delay activities (compare with columns 6 and 7 of Table II) . Shading in Table V is used to show the circuits that are common between the original and alternate test circuit sets. The error results for these circuits can be compared with the results in Table IV (for the original benchmark division). Observe that, despite the use of different characterization sets, the prediction errors for these circuits are fairly similar. This implies that our prediction model is not tied to a specific choice of characterization and test set. We expect that the dependence of the prediction model on the benchmark division can be reduced further through the use of a larger characterization set, as would be available to commercial FPGA vendors.
The prediction results presented above were based on the simulation data for the high activity vector set. We also generated prediction models for the low activity vector set data and found similar results, though there is less severe glitching associated with lower input activity. Thus, we expect that our prediction method can be applied effectively for a range of input switching activities. A direction for future work is to augment the prediction approach to automatically account for various amounts of primary input switching activity.
IV. INTERCONNECT CAPACITANCE PREDICTION
We now move on to interconnect capacitance prediction at the placement stage. We begin with a brief review of related work.
A. Related Work
Several works have considered capacitance estimation in the context of power-aware FPGA CAD tools. At the technology mapping level (prelayout), net capacitance has been estimated using a linear function of fanout [8] , [9] . Previous placementbased capacitance estimates have appeared in [19] and [20] . At this level, the approach taken has been to use a combination of a net's bounding box half-perimeter and its fanout to estimate its routed capacitance. These prior works use generic, non-architecture-specific parameters to predict capacitance.
A problem related to capacitance estimation is that of FPGA delay estimation, which is well studied in the literature. The problems differ from each other in that delay estimates are needed for individual driver/load connections whereas capacitance estimates are needed for entire (multi-fanout) nets. In [21] , a delay estimation model is constructed during placement by executing a pre-routing step in which "dummy" routes having known and distances are made. Following this, a table that relates delay to distance is constructed; table values are used as delay estimates during placement. The delay estimation model development approach used in [22] and [23] is similar to our own. Routed designs are analyzed and connection delays are correlated with placement parameters, producing an empirically-derived estimation model. In [24] , characteristics of a target FPGA's interconnect architecture are used to predict delay within a partitioning-based placement system. In this case, the FPGA interconnect is hierarchical and the placer's partitioning levels are chosen to match the underlying FPGA interconnect hierarchy. As such, the placer has knowledge of the interconnect resources likely to be used in the routing of nets that are cut (and uncut) at a given partitioning level. Like [24] , our capacitance estimator also considers architecture-specific criteria to improve estimation accuracy.
B. Noise in Interconnect Capacitance
To gauge the inherent noise in capacitance estimation, we take an approach similar to that used in [25] . Specifically, we place each benchmark circuit (using Xilinx tools) and generate a placed netlist. We then create a copy of the placed netlist and modify the copy, reversing the order of the nets but leaving all other aspects of the design intact (including the placement). 4 The order of the nets in the netlist is arbitrary and generally 4 Netlist modifications were made by reversing the order of instances in each placed design's Xilinx Design Language (XDL) ASCII representation. not under user control. The original placed netlist and the modified netlist for each design are then routed to produce baseline and alternate routing solutions, respectively. Interconnect capacitance values for nets are ascertained by running XPower [26] , the Xilinx power estimation tool, on the routed circuits. 5 XPower produces a log file containing the capacitance of each net in femtofarads (fF). The capacitance values for each net in the two routing solutions can be compared to assess routing variability (since both routing solutions have the same placement). Differences in the net capacitance between the baseline and alternate routing represent noise that one cannot correct or account for in estimation. Note, however, that differences in the two-routing solutions for a design generally do not represent problems with the routing tool. The tool aims to minimize total routing resource usage, which involves tradeoffs between the FPGA resources allocated to each net; such tradeoffs may be resolved arbitrarily in some cases. Fig. 8 shows the results of the noise analysis. Each point in the figure represents a net in one of the benchmark circuits. The horizontal axis represents net capacitance in the baseline routing solution; the vertical axis represents net capacitance in the alternate routing solution. Ideally, in the absence of variability, all points would lie on the line shown . However, Fig. 8 shows there to be substantial noise in net capacitance. Notice that the results in Fig. 8 illustrate that one routing solution is unlikely superior to the other: the symmetry in spread about the line suggests that the number of nets for which net capacitance increased in the alternate routing solution is approximately equal to the number of nets for which capacitance decreased. This assertion is also true at the individual circuit level as evidenced by the data in column 3 of Table VI . Column 3 shows, for each circuit, the number of nets for which capacitance increased and decreased (in parentheses) in the alternate We computed the absolute value of the percentage change in capacitance for each net in the alternate routing versus the baseline. Column 2 of Table VI shows the average absolute change for each circuit. The average change across all circuits is 22%. This represents a statistical lower bound on the error in capacitance estimation; estimation accuracy cannot be improved beyond this noise floor error limit.
C. Prediction Model
Having analyzed the noise in capacitance, we now present our prediction model. In comparison with prediction at the prelayout stage, a larger number of prediction parameters are available for prediction at the placement stage (e.g., physical design data). Consequently, we take a slightly different approach to capacitance prediction as compared with that taken for activity prediction. We first define the prediction parameters used in our model and following this, we explain the rationale of why the chosen parameters may correlate with net interconnect capacitance. Section IV-D presents experimental results showing which of the parameters are best for use in a capacitance prediction model. CAD applications such as power-aware placement and early power planning require that capacitance estimates be produced quickly as they are typically needed within the inner loop of design optimization. Consequently, we focus on parameters with low computational requirements. Considering a net , the following are known at the placement stage:
fanout of net ; half-perimeter of net 's bounding box, as measured in CLB tiles; span of net in the -and -dimensions, respectively; number of CLB (or I/O) tiles in which net has at least 1 pin; defined as and , respectively; number of load pins on net that are F-LUT and G-LUT inputs, respectively; average estimated routing congestion in net 's bounding box. The fanout and bounding box of net are generic parameters, frequently used to predict capacitance in the ASIC domain. Breaking the bounding box into its and spans through and allows us to evaluate whether there is a capacitance bias associated with the use of horizontal versus vertical routing resources.
In contrast to the fanout and distance terms, parameters , , , , and are specific to the Virtex-II PRO architecture. As mentioned in Section II-A, the FPGA contains an array of CLB tiles. Most of the interconnect resources connect CLB tiles to one another, with the exception of the local interconnect that is internal to a CLB. A CLB contains four SLICEs (eight LUTs/FFs) and, therefore, a net may have multiple pins placed in a single CLB. In such cases, some of the net's routing between CLBs may be shared by the net's pins within in a single CLB. The sharing of routing resources amongst pins may influence net capacitance and the term aims to account for this possibility.
An important routing resource in the FPGA interconnect is the hex-length wires spanning six CLB tiles. We expect that long nets may be routed using a sequence of hex lines, with the "left over" distance being composed of the shorter double-length, direct or local resources. Hex-length resources likely have more capacitance than shorter resources. and represent the left over distance in the and dimensions, respectively, and roughly correspond to the number of short resources needed for a net. Similarly, we expect that the different types of pins on logic and I/O blocks may have different capacitance values associated with them. The and parameters allow the F and G-LUT input pins (see Section II-A) to be differentiated from other types of pins.
Routing congestion may lead to nets with long circuitous paths and excess capacitance. We estimate the congestion for a net , , using a probabilistic method similar to that described in [27] , chosen for its simplicity and computational efficiency. We summarize the approach here; the interested reader is referred to [27] for details. Nets are first converted into a set of two-pin connections by finding their minimum spanning tree using Prim's algorithm. The routing demand of a two-pin connection is computed probabilistically, considering its potential routing topologies. An example for a two-pin connection with a 3-by-3 CLB tile bounding box is shown in Fig. 9 . As illustrated, only routing topologies that have at most two jogs are included. There are four possible route options for the connection. Generally, the number of route options for a connection having a bounding box with columns and rows is for otherwise.
Similarly, the number of a connection's route options that cross a specific CLB tile edge can also be expressed analytically (details are omitted here due to limited space). Dividing the number of a connection's route options that cross a specific CLB tile edge by the total number of route options for the connection yields the probability that the connection's route will traverse the CLB tile edge. This probability can be viewed as the demand exerted by the connection on a tile edge (see Fig. 9 ). The routing demands contributed by each two-pin connection in each net are tallied to produce a total routing demand on each CLB tile. The term represents the average routing demand across all CLB tile edges within net 's bounding box.
The capacitance of nets in the characterization circuit set were fit to a mathematical function of the parameters as described. The result is a mathematical model that may be applied to predict capacitance values of nets in the test circuit set. We developed separate estimation models for high-fanout nets ( 10 loads) and low-fanout nets ( 10 loads) and apply each model accordingly in our experimental study (Section III-D). We evaluate a range of models and use the labels , , and to represent linear, quadratic, and cubic functions, respectively. Models are specified using a function type, followed by a parameter list in parentheses. Using this terminology, a model specified as would predict the capacitance of a net , , using a linear function of the net's fanout and its bounding box half-perimeter (10) where , , and are scalar coefficients with values determined through regression analysis. Note that cross-variable terms (e.g., ) are omitted, unless explicitly included in the parameter list.
D. Results and Discussion
Having analyzed the noise in capacitance estimation, we now evaluate the accuracy of our estimation approach. Fig. 10 gives results for some of the estimation models we evaluated. The vertical axis gives the average error in capacitance estimate for a given estimation model, shown on the horizontal axis. The error for a model was computed by averaging the absolute values of percentage estimation errors of all nets in the test circuit set. Models are labeled from M1 to M10, in order of increasing complexity.
Model M1 estimates capacitance using a linear function of fanout, yielding an error of about 84%. This represents the error one could expect in capacitance estimation at the prelayout stage. M2 incorporates physical data, namely, bounding box half-perimeter, and reduces error to 66%. In M3, the bounding box parameter is partitioned into separate and domains. Estimation accuracy is not improved and, therefore, we conclude there is very little directional bias in Virtex-II: the capacitance "cost" of using horizontal routes is approximately equal to that of vertical routes. Previous work on FPGA capacitance estimation, such as [19] , used models equivalent to M2 or M3.
Beginning with M4, we insert architecture-specific parameters into the model. M4 includes , which is the number of CLB tiles in which a net has pins. Incorporating this parameter reduces error from 66% to 54%. In model M5, the and parameters are brought in (related to the hex-length resources in the interconnect) and error is further reduced, to about 50%. M6 considers the pin types on a net (through and ) and yields an average error of 46%. Comparing the results for M6 to those for M3, we see the considerable benefits of tying model parameters to the underlying FPGA interconnect structure.
In model M7, congestion is introduced and surprisingly, very little benefit to error reduction is observed. There are a number of potential explanations for this. First, it is possible that there are sufficient routing resources in Virtex-II PRO such that routing congestion is not a problem and circuitous routes are not needed to achieve routability. We consider this to be likely and believe the routing stress imposed by the MCNC circuits to be relatively low in comparison with modern industrial designs. A second possibility is that the congestion metric employed does not accurately reflect routing congestion in Virtex-II PRO. The impact of congestion on routing in commercial FPGAs is not well studied and is likely to be highly architecture dependent.
Model M8 includes a cross term, the span of a net multiplied by its span . The intuition behind this is to differentiate nets that span both dimensions from those that span only a single dimension. Error is reduced somewhat, from 46% to 42%. Models M9 and M10 have the same parameter set as M8, but estimate capacitance using quadratic and cubic functions, respectively. Observe that using a quadratic function (M9) reduces error to about 36%. The benefits of moving to a cubic function (M10) are minimal. We also investigated higher order models but found they did not significantly improve estimation accuracy. The parameter coefficients for M10 and other regression analysis data are provided in Table VII . The unshaded portion of the table shows the low-fanout net prediction model ( 10 loads); the shaded portion of the table corresponds to the prediction model used for high-fanout nets. About 5% of the nets in the circuits are high-fanout. The columns of the table are analogous to those of Table III. Observe that a very simple model suffices for predicting the capacitance of high-fanout nets. Only the net's fanout, bounding box, the number of CLB tiles, and pin types are included. Further, the P-value for the bounding box term implies a fairly weak significance. We experimented with dropping this term and observed only a small decrease in prediction accuracy ( 1%). We found that the use of more complex models for the high-fanout nets resulted in "overfitting" to the characterization circuits that led to lower prediction accuracy in the test circuits. This is likely due to a greater noise presence in high-fanout versus low-fanout nets. The overfitting phenomenon was not observed for the low-fanout net modeling: better fitting during characterization for such nets resulted in better prediction accuracy.
Model M10 yields average error values of about 35%. Error results for the individual test circuits are shown in column 2 of Table VIII . From Table VI , we see that the noise floor errors for these circuits fall in the 20%-24% range. The difference between the prediction and noise floor errors limits the potential for improvement in prediction accuracy. Given the range of routing resource types available in the FPGA, we consider the prediction accuracy to be quite good. Fig. 11 plots the predicted (vertical axis) and actual (horizontal axis) capacitance values for all nets in the test circuit set, as predicted using model M10. Observe that capacitance is under-predicted for some nets and over-predicted for others, leading to under and overestimates of a net's power. The under and over-predictions are roughly equally distributed and consequently, we anticipate that average power estimates made using the proposed model will be close to actual power values. Note also, the similarity between the estimation results and noise results ( Figs. 8 and 11 ), which is quite interesting as the noise error cannot be resolved in estimation.
As with activity prediction, we investigated the dependence of our capacitance prediction model on the division of benchmarks into the characterization and test circuit sets. We reconstructed our model using the alternate benchmark division (described in Section III-D). Column 3 of Table VIII lists the benchmarks in alternate test set. Shading is used to show the benchmarks that are common to the two test sets. Column 4 gives error results for the alternate test circuit set. The error data for the common circuits can be compared with that in column 2 of the table. Observe that the error results for these circuits are similar, even though the characterization sets used for model construction differ. This provides evidence that the prediction model is robust and not strongly dependent on the benchmark division.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The dominance of interconnect in overall FPGA power consumption implies that understanding and managing switching activity and interconnect capacitance is a mandatory component of power-aware FPGA computer-aided design. In this paper, we studied activity and capacitance prediction for FPGAs and proposed models for the early prediction of these parameters. Our activity prediction approach estimates routed delay activity values for a net using zero or logic delay activity values as well as circuit functional and structural properties. The proposed capacitance prediction model uses generic parameters such as fanout and bounding box length as well as parameters that are specific to the underlying FPGA routing fabric. We conducted a noise analysis of activity and capacitance and established limits on the potential accuracy achievable in prediction. The prediction models work well given the noise limitations and we expect that they will be useful in applications such as low-power synthesis, early-power estimation, and power-aware layout.
